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CHâPTER I
THE PROBLEM AND DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED
Contemporary art constantly searches for new media which require
new techniques and new approaches to expressing a conscious reaction to
life.

Josef Albers believes that “art parallels life; it is not a report

on nature or an intimate disclosure of inner secrets.”
Traditional techniques have been flung aside for adventuresome
experimentations with newly-developed substances which are incorporated
with pigments to emphasize unusual textural effects.

In the midst of

this progressive movement it seems a challenge to revert to one of the
oldest media which has enduring qualities to ascertain what modern
innovations are possible to facilitate the technique of painting and to
develop a personal expression through the use of this technique.
Encaustic painting has been revived by several contemporary
painters, each of whom professes to have arrived at a formula best
suited for his own style of painting.

It seems logical to experiment

with known formulae before making personal adaptations for Matisse has
said, “Often a discussion arises upon the value of different processes,
and their relation to different temperaments.

Because the tactile

quality of encaustic painting ranges from extreme smoothness to rough
impasto, depending upon formula and technique, experimentations with
this process can be continued beyond the scope of this problem.

^Katharine Kuh, The Artist's Voice (New York and Evanstons
Harper & Row, 1962), p. 11.
^Alfred H. Barr, Jr., Matisse His Art and His Public (New Yorks
The Museum of Modern Art,

2
I, THE PROBLEM
Statement of the Problem
It is the purpose of this project (l) to utilize the hot-wax
painting process, known as encaustic painting, (2) to determine a
formula which could accomplish controlled textural effects and be
practicable for painting panels at least as large as those selected
for the project, (3) to design a series of panels which would develop
a single theme, (ii) to design each panel as a complete statement
embodying the principles of design, (5) to create a conception of
unity among the total number of panels whereby the series could be
viewed as one composition; and (6) to establish the historical and
contemporary importance of encaustic as a painting process.
It was determined that the project would entail the design and
execution of three panels, each measuring three feet by four feet.
Importance of the Study
Recurrent interest in the use of hot-wax painting has been moti
vated by the existence of several ancient paintings which were found
in Greece, Rome, Egypt, and France.
in color as any recent painting.

These paintings are as brilliant

Among the more than two thousand

ancient icons recorded by a team of scholars and technicians from
Princeton, Michigan, and Alexandria universities in an expedition to
a monastery nestled beneath the shoulder of Mount Sinai was a sixth
century encaustic painting of the Virgin which was said to be the
"finest of all. . .deathlessly sparkling. . .and painted in a manner
that seems as modern, fresh and lively as anything produced by the

School of P a r i s . A detail of this painting is illustrated in Plate 1.
A contemporary artist is never in bondage to a medium, but the
medium often lends itself to a mode of personalized expression and
offers an avenue of exploration.

Selecting the ancient encaustic

process enables an adventurous artist to base explorations on timeproven essentials and to make adaptations with modern materials, equip
ment and methods.

Such a painter is Esther Seller, who became dedi

cated to encaustic experimentation and has developed a number of methods
over the past twenty-five years.

She points out that a painter through

his formula "dictates the kind of surface he desires," and feels that
the principal limitation of encaustic painting is the particular tempo
required in the process.^
If this proficient painter can be repeatedly challenged by the
encaustic processes and discover new avenues of expression, despite
the fact that this mode of painting has been known for ages past, it
can be theorized that the possibilities for future explorations in
encaustic painting are limited only by inventiveness and sensitivity
to the medium.
Should the painter wander into a new medium, such as acrylic
resin, after a close relationship with encaustic painting as Karl
Zerbe has done, the development of unique textural effects can be
credited to the former use of the encaustic medium.

^"Treasures from Sinai,"

Time, (April 13, 1959), pp. 88-9i|.

^Bernard Chaet, "Studio Talk, Encaustic: Interview with Esther
Geller," Artë, (May 1957), p. 63.
^S. T., "In the Galleries, Karl Zerbe," Arts, (March I96O), p. 60.
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PLATE 1
AN ICON
"THE VIRGIÎI"
DETAIL FROM 6TH CENTURY ENCAUSTIC PAINTING

Definitions of Terms Used
Encaustic « Literally means "burnt I n » T h e term was appropri
ated by ancient Greeks to a method of painting pictures with the use of
wax as a medium mixed with the colors and fused together by means of
heat either subsequent to the laying on of colors or during application. 7
The term was not confined to this process, however, but included engrav
ing on ivory which was accomplished by burning in the outlines with a
heated metal instrument»^
The prevalence of encaustic painting led to the gradual use of
the term to all kinds of painting--even illuminating was sometimes
included,

Eastlake says that the imperial signatures and calligraphy

which used the costly purples and vermilion acquired this designation,
and that by degrees more ordinary writing material was also called
"encaustic»"

He asserts the term "encaustum" used by Theophilus (whose

manuscripts date from the eleventh or twelfth centuries) and other
medieval writers "is in substance as well as in name" the Italian
9
"inchiostro" and the source of "ink" in the English language.
"Bicaustic" in this study considers the method of painting with
hot wax and pigment, with and without resin, and fusing the painting
by means of heat.

Cave Thomas, "Encaustic Painting," Encyclopaedia Britannica
(11th ed.), IX, 367.
^Frederic Crownlnshield, Miral Painting (Boston: Ticknor and
Company, 1887), p. 17.
^Charles Lock Eastlake, Materials for A History of Oil
(London: Longman, Brown, Green, and Longmans, iSL?), p. Iii9.
^Ibid., p. 1^1.

6
Cauterlum. The characteristic implement of the encaustic
painter to effect the "innstion" or fusing of the painted-surface
The ancient painters used a pan of coals or soliie special device as
a heater.
Oestrum. (Cestra, pl.).

The pointed instrument which was used

in ancient Intaglio encaustic meth o d. T er m has been indiscriminately
used by many writers to include "rhabdion." In this study the painting
knives and other flat and pointed devices are considered as cestra.
Emulsion. A liquid preparation consisting of oily or resinous
substances held in suspension in a viscous matter. 12

In this study

the emulsions Included daraar resin suspended in turpentine which were
mixed with wax before combining with tube colors containing an amount
of linseed oil.
Fuse. To use the action of heat to melt together the brush
strokes of an encaustic painting.

To unite the layer of painting

with subsequent one by means of heat.
Ground. The surface applied to the support upon which the
painting is applied.

The nature of the ground affects the optical

qualities, durability of the painting, and the execution of the
artist's technique.

11

^^Eastlake, 0£. cit., p. 1^2, citing Vitruvius VII, c. 9.
l^Ibld., p. 153o

G.
Emery and K. G. Brewster, eds., The New Century Diction
ary of the English Language (New Yorkg Appleton-Gentury-Crofts, Irib•,
iffaTT

..

^^Ralph Mayer, The Painter's Craft. An Introduction to Artists'
Materials. (New York: D. Van Nostrand Gonipany, Inc., 191:8), pp. 58-59»

7
Imstlon» The process of applying heat to the encaustic paint
ing during the application of colors or upon completion of the paintingo
Punic Waxo

Especially prepared beeswax^ described by Pliny*

used for encaustic paintings and protection of walls and statues»
Yellow beeswax was exposed to outside air for some tlmei then boiled
in sea-water adding "nitrum, *' a double salt of carbonate and bicarbon
ate of soda»

Whitest part was skimmed off and boiled and reboiled

three times* each time spread on a mat of rushes to be dried by sun
light and bleached by moonlight.
formed.

At this state an emulsion no longer

Ih

Resin. A solid or semi-solid substance obtained from plants*
1<
e.g. pines, of non-volatile nature;
and used to make a painting
emulsion.
Rhabdion. Ancient painting instrument* usually flat at one
end. Used in a manner of the brush.

Various shapes and sizes were

employed as a heated tool to blend the colors and unite the tones.^^
Stylus. A sharp-pointed metal Instrument used for scribing
lines and modeling in the encaustic painting process.

^A. Po Laurie* Greek and Roman Methods of Painting (Cambridgeg
University Press § 1910)* pp. 39-Ü0;
Max Doerner* The Materials of the
Artist and Their Use in Painting with Notes on the Techniques of the
Old Masters (New York: Hareourt* Brace and Company* 19^9)* p. ^ 2 .
^^Snery and Brewster* op. cit. « p. I53li.
1£
Eastlake* 0£„ cit., p. 152.

8
Supporto The foundation or backing of the surface on which the
painting is done 17 One of the best materials to use for encaustic
painting is a wallboard made of fibers pressed into a conpact texture,
18
known commercially as Standard Masonite Presdwood.
Other supports
used in the encaustic process are cotton or linen canvases fastened
onto wooden stretchers.

The ancient process ei?ç)loyed slate, marble,

wooden, and metal panels.
gch. A picture in three panels side by side.

^^Prederic Taubes, Oil Painting for the Beginner (New Yorks
Watson-Guptill Publications, Ih^c.," 191^1» ?» 15.
^^Ralph Mayer, The Artist's Handbook of Materials and
(New Yorks The Viking Press, Revised Edition,

CHâPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Ancient Authorities
The earliest use of encaustic painting for pictorial purposes
and bringing the process to its highest development is attributed to
the Greeks.Although there Is no absolute evidence, it is almost
20
certain that they discovered the process.
The most important and extensive documentation regarding ancient
encaustic painting is found in the writings of the great Roman scholar,
Pliny, The Elder, who lived about A.D. 23-79.
compilation of general knowledge of his day,
or personal observation. 22

21

His work is a voluminous
sometimes based on legend

The main merit of his account of ancient

art is the fact that it is based on the lost textbooks of the Greek
authorities.

The historical development of painting and the list of

painters is ascribed to Xenocrates of Sicyon (fl„280), the andcdotic
passages to Duris of Samos (born c. 3W B.C.) and the large amount of
miscellaneous information regarding painting and the arts to Antigonus
of Carystus (bom c. 295 B.C.).^^

^^Crownlnshield,

cit., p. 19.

B. Sarsfield Taylor, A Manual of Fresco and Encaustic Paint
ing (Londons Chapman & Hall, l8ii3T> P» 125.
^^E. K„ Jex-Blake, The Elder Pliny’s Chapters on the History of
Art (Londons Macmillan, 1895), n.p.
^^John Edwin &.,ndys, "Pliny, the Elder," Encyclopaedia Britemnica
(11th ed.) XXI, 8L3.
23lbld., p. 8h2.

10
?arro (116-27 B.C.), a Roman scholar who was commissioned byCaesar to collect and arrange a vast library of Greek and Roman
literature, wrote voluminously on a multitude of subjects including
the fine arts which were described in his treatises on history and
antiquities.

These writings were a quarry of knowledge for Pliny

and Plutarch and other scholarly compilers of later p e r i o d s , I t is
obvious that Pliny’s knowledge of the Greek authorities emanated from
Varro, whom he often quotes.
Comparisons of Pliny’s descriptions are often made with those of
Vitruvius, a Roman architect, engineer, and author of a famous volume
on architecture.

Middleton says that although Pliny makes no acknowl

edgment, Vitruvius is quoted almost word for word in descriptions of
wall painting methods, preparation of walls and other utilitarian
details.

The practical portions of Vitruvius’ writings are from his

own professional experience and are quite understandable and transla-bable.

The historical and theoretical portions are conçiled from

earlier Greek writers, to whom he gives acknowledgment, and are of such
involved and obscure style of writing that they are difficult if not
impossible to interpret.

26

In the writings of the Greek author, Plutarch (c. A.D, ^6-120),
are glowing descriptions of encaustic painting of which he says, "even

James Smith Reid, "Marcus Terentius Varro,"
Britannica (llth ed.), XXVII, 923.
^^Sandys, 0£. cit,, p. 8I|2,
H.
Middleton, "Vitruvius (Marcus Vitruvius Pollio),"
Encyclopaedia Britannica (llth ed,) XXVIII, 150,

11
by time cannot be effaced.
Pausanias, a Greek traveller and geographer of the second century
A.D., recorded minute descriptions of the works he had seen in Delphi
pg
painted by Polygnotus in the fifth century B.C.
Further knowledge regarding use of wax as a painting vehicle is
found in the literature of Dloscorldes, a Greek medical writer^ who
recorded careful directions for making the "Punic Wax'* which is often
29
referred to by Pliny.
Dloscorides was almost a contemporary of Pliny
and is considered a reliable authority also on the recipes for prepare
ation of nut and poppy oils.

The fact that rielther he nor Pliny make

any mention of their drying properties is the basis for concurrent opin
ion that oils were not Included in the early formulae for encaustic
painting.

Greek art was essentially self-originated and never completely
communicated to subsequent civilizationsj but the influences of Egypt
and Asia are apparent— if not significant— when one looks back to the
real beginning of Greek art, which is placed about 600 B.C.^l

Taylor, 0£. cit., p. 126.
28
Sandys, "Pausanias," Encyclopaedia Britannica (llth ed.) XX,
967-68.
29
F. Hamilton Jackson, Mural Painting (Londons Sands & Co., 1901;},
p. 101.
^*^A. P. Laurie, Greek and Homan Methods of Painting (Cambridgei
University Press, 1910), p. h«
3^F. B. Tarbell, A History of Greek Art With an Introductory Ghapter on Art in Egypt and Mesopotamia (New Yorks The MacMillan Company.
m 6 J7 pTir
~

12
Egypt and Mesopotamia were the only conntries fostering an
indigenous art which ante-dated that of Greece; with Persia, Phoenicia,
%-ria, Phrygia and other countries of Western Aela receivlhg and trans32
raitting the established arts»
Among the nomerous merchant fleets which purveyed the Mediterran
ean shores, j^he Phoenicians were the most Instrumental in transmitting
cultural influences»33 They were leaders in trading, sailing, exploring,
metallurgy, manufacturing, craftmanship; and possessed a unique ability
for absorbing, adapting and disseminating ideas
It is known that the Greek alphabet was derived from the Phoenic
ian system of writing, that the Greek representation of gods and men in
sculpture and painting was a continuance of examples of older communities
and that the knowledge of casting-hollow bronze statues was acquired from
Egypt.

It is suspected that the famous Doric and Ionic capitals of

Greek architecture were offshoots of Assyrian prototypes, and it is
obvious that some patterns used for decorating architecture and pottery
35
were borrowed from other cultures.
Greek painting was an essential
auxiliary to architecture, sculpture and pottery as it had been in
Egypt»Colored pigments were used to decorate the exteriors of
buildings and to render monumental wall and ceiling paintings for the

^^Tarbell,
33
Taylor,

cit., p. i|.5.
cit., p. 8.

Norman P. Ross (ed.). The Epic of Man (New York: Time Incorpor=
ated, 1961), p. 131.
^^Tarbell, o£. cit.. p»
^^Crownlnshield, 0£. cit., p. I8.

13
interiors.

Statues were made to look lifelike with colored pigments,

gems and precious metals.
Materials and methods used by ancient Egyptian painters are known
only from their tombs and from their wall-paintings o

It is surmised

that the dry pigments were mixed with a medium of some sort of vegetable
or animal size and applied to the dry surface. 38 This process, known as
tempera painting, is peculiarly adapted to the conditions of Egypt.

It

is believed that honey was used as one of the water-soluble sizes,
and it is even probable that beeswax was investigated as a binding agent
for the pigments, or used as a protective covering.
No literature nor fragments have been yet unearthed to advance
a hypothesis that wax was used in picture-making in ancient Egypt.
The properties of wax, however, were well-known to the Egyptians because
they had practiced bee-keeping for centuries.^^ Wax was commonly used
for purposes of mummifying, and making small images which were used in
funeral ceremonies and buried with their dead.^^

The climate of Egypt

3?Mary Hamilton Swindler, Ancient Painting From the Earliest
Times to the Period of Christian Art (New Havens Yale University Press,
1929), p. i|.0. The Egyptian painter's kit is described by Mrs. 0.
Ransom William, The Tomb of Perneb, p. 79.
^^Ibid.. p. kOf., ii22.
^^Ibid., cf. Crownlnshield, 0£. cit., p. l8„
Swindler, loc. cit.
^^W. B. Carr, "Bee-keeping," The Encyclopaedia Britannica (llth
ed.). Ill, 629.
Familiarity with bee-life inancient Egypt is recorded
on the sarcophagus of King Mykerinos which dates back to 3633 B.C.
The hieroglyphic bee is used as a sign representing the king. This
sarcophagus containing the mummy is in the British Museum.
^^Taylor, 0£, cit., p. 12$;
(llth ed.), XXVIII, Û30.

"Wax Figures,"

Encyclopaedia

Ih

would have facilitated the use of melted wax with powdered pigments^ and
obviated heating the surface on which it was used*

Application of the

melted substance might have been done by a brush of palm or reed fibers,
or the colored wax could have been worked with a heated metal tool as
it was being laid on»

Farther north, as in Greece, the problem of

painting with wax required ingenious heating devices.

Implements for

encaustic painting were excavated in France near St. Medard during 19U9.
The array of equipment was buried with a woman artist sometime during
the fourth to fifth centuries A.D.

Included was a bronze box with a

silver grid top (the cauterium), which would hold the glowing charcoal
to be used to heat the long spoon-shaped cestra, melt the colored wax or
for heating the panels in the inustion process.
The first tangible evidence of encaustic painting in Egypt was
the discovery of Graeco-Egyptian portraits fastened on the mummy cases
dating from the first, second and third centuries A.D.

These were

excavated in the Fayyum district of Egypt which the Ptolemies had
colonized with Greek, Romans and Jews.ii5 These portraits are therefore
examples of Greek or Roman technique of lesser quality.

ii3Swindler, o£_. cit., p. i;Off., pp. 267-268. The heated tool is
referred to as a cauterium, citing Pliny, who apparently did not agree
with Vitruvius on terminology.
Of. ante p. 6.
^Frances Pratt and Becca Flzel, Encaustic Materials and Methods
(New York: Lear, 19li9), p. 12. Of. Swindler, op. cit., p. 2^8. Pratt
and Fizel also label the metal tool as the cauterium.
Swindler,

cit., p. 319»
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Greek Encaustic Painting
As conveyed by ancient literature, it was in Greece, and not until
the fifth century B.C. that encaustic painting was seriously employed
for pictorial purposes.

Pausiniaus writes glowing descriptions of the

paintings made by Polygnotus.

It is apparent he developed a new style

of painting which was as important to the development of Greek art as
)A
Giotto's innovation was to the Italian Renaissance.
Polygnotus was a contemporary of Phidias, and was on equal
status with this famous sculptor.

Polygnotus came to Athens from

Thasos after the Persian wars and was eventually awarded citizenship
because of the excellence of .his mural projects in many public build-ings in Athens and Delphi.

His wall paintings were evidently executed

on wet plaster by the al fresco process, according to most descriptions,
so it is apparent his venture into the rather unfamiliar encaustic
process must have been on an experimental basis and limited to smaller
paintings on wooden panels.

)7

Authority that he employed the encaustic

technique and used wooden panels is based on Pliny, who states that a
tabula by Polygnotus existed in the Portico of Pompeii.

The subject of

this painting is uncertain, but it is believed that it is one of a
series comprising a large composition.^^

The palette of Polygnotus was

as limited as those of his early predecessors, only four colors— red,

^^Irene Weir, The Greek Painters° Art (Cambridge, Massachusettss
Ginn & Company, 1905), p. 111.
278;

Swindler,
cit.. pp. 196=217;
Weir, o£. cit., pp. 106-113.
hô

Swindler,

cit., p. 217.

Tarbell, o£. cit.. pp. 276-
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yellow, black and white.

He is said to have made advances in his use of

colors and in composition.
Appollodorus, who followed Polygnotus, used this same palette to
invent a system of making shadows.

Pliny calls him the first real

master of painting. ii9 He spent most of his time on easel pictures in
which he combined both figures and landscapes.

No direct reference is

found as to the medium he employed, but inasmuch as he worked on a
smaller scale than mural painting it is likely he would have continued,
if only briefly, with the process discovered by Polygnotus,
It is Pausias who was actually responsible for*’developing tech
nical inç)rovements in the use of the encaustic process and bringing it
to its highest development.

Pausias studied at the Academy of Drawing

in Sikyon under its greatest teacher, Pamphilos, learning everything in
the art of drawing and painting including the encaustic process which
Pamphilos claimed to have developed.

At this time (the middle of the

fourth century B.C.), the colors were prepared in little rods and
heated until red hot and spread with a metal tool on wooden or marble
50
panels.
Pamphilos" rigid curriculum included mathematics, geometry,
optics and color effects; and it was through his efforts that drawing
and painting was introduced as a subject in all the Greek schools for
K
boys.

^^Weir, op. cit., p. 116:
Tarbell, 0£. cit., ~278.
5o
Weir, o£. cit., p. 123;
Of. Swindler, o£. cit., p. 267.

Swindler, pp. cit., p. 203:
~
Tarbell, 0£. cit.. p. 28l;

Swindler, o^,. cit., p. 266;

Weir, og^. cit., p. 123.
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With such a background of training, Pausias rose to great fame
with his encaustic paintings which revealed a knowledge of perspective
or foreshortening never before seen.

ELs painting of a Sacrificial

Feast showed a bull in a foreshortened position which Pausanias says
"the eye seemed able to measure his length" even though it was drawn
52
from the frontal position.
Another painting illustrated Methe or
"Drunkenness" drinking from a crystal cup through which her face could
53
be seen. Many of his paintings were taken to Rome at a later period.
Although Apelles, a student of the Sikyonian school, "contributed
more to painting than all the other painters put together,none of
his works nor copies are preserved? and it is only from the descriptions
of about thirty of his works are we able to imagine his great genius.
His monumental works were "Calumny" and "Aphrodite Rising from the Sea,"
the vivid descriptions of which inspired similar compositions by the
Italian Renaissance artist, Botticelli.He became a court painter for
King Alexander and it is possible that some of the many portraits he
painted were done in encaustic.
Another famous encaustic painter of the fourth century was the
56
Athenian, Niklas.
He was often so engrossed in his painting that he
forgot his meals and baths.

He painted many statues for Praxiteles,

the sculptor, who preferred his work to any other painter.

Several

Pompeian wall=paintings are said to be copies of his paintings? and

^^Weir, o£. cit., p. 12^.
Swindler,

o£.

^^Ibld.

cit., p. 269* citing Pliny.

^^Swindler, 0£. cit.« pp. 270-271?
^^Swindler,

cit., pp. 279=280.

Weir, 0£„ cit.. pp. 129=133=
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many of his paintings found their way to Rome to be placed in prominent
locations.
A contemporary of Niklas was Philoxenos, a painter from Eretria»
Pliny describes his painting of a battle scene between Alexander and
57
Darius as "second to none»'*
This was done for King Cassander between
58
319 and 297 B.C.
It is certain that this painting was used as a
model for the mosaic measuring sixteen feet by eight feet found at
Pompeii in the House of the Faun.

Much of it still remains and it is

our best example for studying art of the fourth century Hellenistic
period.

The original of the mosaic indicates a four=color painting—

the teacher of Philoxenos was a four=color painter. 59 Of Philoxenos,
Pliny says that he "rivaled the rapidity of his teacher, inventing
some short cuts,"^^

Since some of the horses are indicated by only a

few hairs and an ear,^^ this may be the form of abbreviated painting
which the Romans so severely criticized and attributed to the decline
62
of art.
It assuredly indicates the beginning of the impressionistic
style,which may have led to the abandonment of the encaustic technique.

Ernst Pfuhl, Masterpieces of Greek Drawing and Painting (London
Ghatto and Windus, 1926), p. 92;
Cf. Swindler, o^. cit., p. 201.
^®Pfuhl, 0£. cit., po 92.
^^Ibid.. p. 93»
^^Swindler, 0£. cit., p. 203.
^^Pfuhl, o£. cU., p. 93
Swindler, og_. cit.. p. 283«

^^Ibid., p. 275*
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There were three ancient anethods of encaustic
painting, two of which were in earlier use»

The first method pre

scribed a sharp“i>pointed cestrum or stylus for inscribing lines on
ivory or marble, producing an intaglio effect.
the outlines were filled in with flat tints.

The spaces within
Mention is made of

a woman artist, Lala of Cyzcum, who excelled in this method for
painting portraits.
In the second method, a heated rhabdion was used to apply
bits of colors from colored wax rods on marble or wooden panels.
Before these colors were fused with hot coals in a cauterium in the
final inustion process, it must have appeared somewhat like a mosaic
65
painting. The process was considered slow and difficult.
The third and later method included the use of brushes with
the metal tools to apply melted colors to panels of wood, linen,
marble or walls.

The artist kept melted wax in small pots close at

hand on the cauterium.
in this method.

Rods of colored wax were perhaps also used

Ancient writings do not describe the exact proced

ure of painting with this method— perhaps because it was so univer
sally employed that it was not considered necessary.

^^Eastlake,
Of. Pratt and Fizell,

cit., p. I5l|
cit., p. 9.

Of. Swindler, op cit., p. h2$.

^^Ibido
^^Eastlake, o£. cit., p. 152j Of. Swindler, loc. cit.,
Of, Pratt and Fizell, 0£„ cit.« pp 9=10. The latter describes an
entirely different method, i.e., wax colors dissolved in naphtha by
heat, applied while warm.
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Colorso The Greeks painted many pictures employing only one
color, "Minium,” which was a redoicide of lead.
67
called "monochromes.”

These pictures were

The four^color palette in use for such a long time consisted of
whites an earth of Melosî yellows an Attic ochre called ”Sil”| blacks
"Atramentum” which was a lamp-black; reds "Rubrica,” a red chalk found
at Sinope, sometimes referred to as "Sinope."Pontic sinopis" was
probably that red chalk found in Pontus, Egypt.
Comparing this palette to that used by the Egyptians, we find
that the Egyptians used blue instead of black.

Three blues were used

by the Egyptianss a dark copper blue, a pale oxide of copper blue, and
an indigo.

Later when a blue was used by Greek painters, we find it

referred to as "Egyptian blue," an expensive color which was later
replaced by lapis lazuli— also costly.

Malachite from copper ore

supplied the greens used by the Egyptians.

A red ochre or vermilion

was produced by burning the light yellow ochre.

"Orpiment" was an

unusually beautiful yellow made from sulphate of arsenic or a veg
etable source.

Several whites were useds a chalk white, a plaster

mixed with a gluey medium; a white made by grinding up rings of
glass or bracelets of white enamel; and perhaps white lead.

^7jackson, 0£. clt.. p. 103;

Cf. Swindler, 0£. cit., p. Ii26.

68ibld., pp. 103-104.
^^Ibid., pp. 102-103;
p. 14.

Laurie, Greek and Roman Methods, pp.lO-12f. ,
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The Greeks made a white pigment which was called "Paretoninm,"
which Pliny says was a fantastic mixture of slime and the foam of the
70
sea solidified.
White lead was in common use. Blacks were also
made from burnt ivory and bone.
71
applied.

Verdigris was a copper with vinegar

Besides the earth and mineral colors, dyes were used,
was a red dye made from the bodies of insects.

"Kermes"

In the Hellenistic

period they were made into ’’lakes*^ and put into a chalk base and used
with a binding medium,
the plant, woad.

A blue dye was extracted from the leaves of

The purples were very precious colors made from

shell fish or from the roots of madder.
"turkey red" or rose-pinks.

Mixed with chalk, it gave a

Cinnabar, or vermilion red was made from

the native sulphide of mercury and orpiment,
Laurie says, "It is evident. , .painters of classical times had
a very complete palette. . .which remained the same with a few modifi
cations right through the history of painting and up to the dawn of
73
modern chemistry."
Vermilion was used ostentatiously for interior wall decoration.
There is an account of a wealthy scribe who decided to also paint the
exterior walls of the peristyles of his house with this color. Within
thirty days the rays of the sun and moon had faded it so unevenly that

Jackson,

cit., pp, 10^-10$.

71

Ibid.; Laurie, Greek and Roman Methods, pp, 11-12;
op. cit., p. ii26.
T^Jackson, loc. cit.;
pp. h 2 6 -k2 1 .

Laurie, loc. cit,s

^^Laurie, 0£. cit.. p. 16.

Swindler,

Swindler, op. cit.,
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he was forced to have it painted with another color.

*
7)

To prevent this

occurrence, it was found that a mixtpre of melted punie wax and oil
could be applied with a hard brush to the dry painted surface if the
wall Itself were first heated.

Vitruvius describes a brazier for heat-

ing the walls. 75 The process was much the same as eimployed in the
painting of statues.

The final step was to polish the wax with a fine

linen cloth.
Wall Painting. During Pliny's time, encaustic was seldom used
for painting pictures directly on walls.

In fact, he states that it
76
was unsuitable for "being applied to walls."
In the Thirty-sixth
book, the 6iith chapter, however, he tells about Agrippa ordering the
insertion of encaustic pictures into the terra cotta walls of the
hottest part of the spacious baths.

Laurie says that this is a close

approach to painting the whole wall in encaustic if the terra cotta
tiles were painted after they were erected. 77

7^Fiank Granger, Vitruvius on Architecture in Two Volumes (Londons
William Heinemann Ltd., I93L), Vol. II, p. 117j Crowninshield, op clt.,
p. 15;
Laurie, Greek and Roman Methods, p. 88.
"^^Crowninshield, 0£. cit., p. 2h}

Jackson, 0£. clt.. p. IO8.

Jackson, 0£. clt., p. 110.
"^^Laurie, Greek and Roman Methods, p. 56.
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Decline and Tradition^ As Greek culture declined, painting
became more decorative and less distinguished, but traditions were
78
carried on by many artisans and craftsmen of lesser ability.
The early Christians adopted the practice of painting portraits
anterior to death, using the traditional encaustic process.
practice led to the painting of images of saints or "icons."

This
Evidence

that this practice continued on until as late as the ninth or tenth
century A.D» is found in descriptions of icons found in the monastery
at Ifount Sinai, along with a painting of the Virgin (see Plate 1, p. li),
as well as a seventeenth century manuscript in the Moscow Museum describe
ing the encaustic medium.

This latter instance Indicates that the

Greeks may have been responsible for the origin of the icons for which
79
the Russians are so famous.'

Over four-»hundred mummy portraits have been found in the Fayyum
district of Egypt at centers such as Hawara and el-Rubaiyat; with
portrait masks found also at Antlnoe.

The christianized Graeco-Roman

population adopted the Egyptian practice of mummifying their dead, but
instead of using the anthropoid coffin, they merely inserted a portrait
which had been painted during the lifetime of the individual into the
mummy wrappings on top of the head.

These portraits are important dis

coveries because they provide our only first-hand information about the
encaustic technique, and Illustrate the impressionistic style that

”^®Weir, 0£. cit., pp. 136=137.
^^Pratt and Fizell, o£. cit., pp. 1^=16;
p. ii.26o

Cf. Swindler, 0£. cit.,
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became popular even for portraiture.^*^
Essentially these portraits were Intended to be effigies, and
were products of a technique, like present-day portrait photography.
Produced by painters of unequal ability, they vary greatly.

As in

ancient Greek art, they dealt primarily with types and added certain
Individualistic features but attained a very life-like quality.

A

direct gaze of large round eyes is emphasized with black outlines,
describing a distinctive Syrian feature and portraying eye make-up
which was in vogue.
were conventional.
have been found.

Long oval faces, prominent noses and broad brows
Childrens® portraits, but none of aged persons,

A portrait of a fifty year person, for instance, was

found with an eighty year mummy.

The portraits are usually in three-

<|uarter or frontal view, and are life-size or slightly smaller.

Most

show the head, shoulders and chest; but the earlier paintings show
only the head and neck. 82 In a later period, the entire figure was
63
painted in the bottom of the sarcophagus.
Most of the portraits are executed entirely in encaustic, but
sometimes tempera was combined with encaustic.

Wooden panels of cedar,

sycamore, and linden were used. When painted directly on linen, the
combined process was employed, which then necessitated a ground of

Swindler, o£. cit.» p. 320.
61
Andre Malraux, The Psychology of Art. The Twilight of the
Absolute, trans. Stuart Gilbert (New York g Pantheon Books, Inc., 19$0),
p. 179.
ft?

Swindler,

^^Ibid., p. 323;

cit., pp. 321-332.
Malraux, o£. cit., pp. 175^176.
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chalk or gypsim. 81i
Examination reveals that the colors on the hair and face were
applied with a hot cestrnm.

Smoother textures on garments and back

grounds indicate the use of a brush to flow on hot wax colors»
Inustlon has softened the brush marks and mosaic-like bits of color
applied with the oestrum.

Browns and yellows were used for the face;

with different shades of red highlighting the cheeks, lips and fore
head,
white.

The bridge of the nose is typically indicated with a streak of
Backgrounds are usually yellow or grayish-blue, providing

effective contrast for the dark values of the hair and clothing and
pleasant relationship to the skin colors»®^
Although mosaics displaced encaustic paintings in the Byzantine
court, encaustic painting was patronized until the reign of Justinian.®^
The writings of Coelius Rhodiginus, born in 1^50, a native of
Rovigo in the Venetian State, explains theuse of the cauterium»®*^

Of

encaustic painting he saysg
In the present age, there are said to be in Greece some unhappy
descendants of the Apelleses and Pausiases who have the secret of
this ancient process, and that they transmit the knowledge of it as
a precious secret from one generation to another; and however start
ling it may appear to some of our readers, we can call in the testi
mony of the learned editors who imbodied the celebrated Pandects of
Justinian; and also that of the venerable fathers who assisted at
the second council of Nice (A.D. 787); also the learned Himerius,
&c., as witnesses of the favour with which encaustic painting was
regarded, and of the extensive patronage it continued to receive at
Constantinople and in its dependenciesin their times»88

®^Swindler,

clt., p. 319.

®^Taylor, ^ » cit», p. 131;»
®®Taylor, 0 £, cit», p. 132»

^^Ibid.» pp. 320-323»
Jackson, o£. cit., p. 110»
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The inscription on a portrait of Martin Luther states that it was
painted in wax in 1520 by Lucas Cranach»®^
Renaissance artists, such as Rubens, Giorgione, Titian, Van Dyck
and Tintoretto employed what was called "black oil," which was a mixture
of lead or litharge boiled in linseed oil.

To this they added beeswax

in order to control the tendency to run and to cut down on the glossy
quality of the colors.Whether or not any "burning in" process was
used to qualify their paintings as "encaustic" is not evident.
A method of saponifying wax was known earlier.

A milk of wax

which was diluted by water apparently was used in the egg technique
by Gimabue and his followers.

This solution gave the colors a semi

brilliance and caused them to blend better. An alkali such as ammonia
was added to the wax melted over boiling water.

Diluted with rain

water or distilled water, the mixture was used with tençera colors. 91
Revival of Encaustic Painting
In the first half of the l8th Century, Count Caylus provoked
renewed interest in the encaustic process by accusing translators of
ancient authors of ignoring countless references to painting in wax
and the use of heat.

Besides prompting revised translations and inter

pretations of our principal sources, he devised his own method of paint
ing with wax, which was quite unlike that used by the ancients.

First

Jackson, 0£. cit,, p. 110,
Jacques Maroger, The Secret Formulas and Techniques of the
Masters (New York and Londons The Studio Publications, Inc,, 19lt577
■^''.69ff| pp, 93-120ff|
pp. 160-167.
?llbid.. p. 179.
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beeswax was rubbed over the cloth or wood to be used for the support
of the painting; then the ground was rubbed over with chalk or whit
ing before painting the picture with tempera colors mixed with water.
After the picture was dry, it was put near the fire, allowing the wax
to melt, adhering the colors to the support.

92

Writing in 18^3, Taylor says that both fresco and encaustic
painting were adopted by the German school in Itaiich for different
classes of subjects.

Fresco was used exclusively for religious and

moral subjects and encaustic was delegated for representation of
historical subjects, perhaps because of "its greater command of color
93
and more brilliant effects."
Taylor was a great proponent of
encaustic painting in murals.

Detailed directions were given for the

preparation of the walls and for the heating apparatus necessary to
9li
heat the walls.
It may be said that due to the enthusiasm for the
medium engendered in his writings, spasmodic interest among artists
has occurred
Eastlake, writing in 18^7, says:
In the revival of wax painting (with and without the final
inustlon) which has taken place of late (l6ii) years in France
and Germany, the principle of dissolving wax in an essential
oil has been adopted; the vehicle being consolidated by the
addition of resins. Montabert was chiefly instrumental in
introducing this art.96

p. liT;

^^Pratt and Fizell, op. cit., p. 18;
Crowninshield, og^. cit.,
Taylor, 0£. cit., p. 127.
QQ
QJj
"-^Taylor, 0£. clt.« p. Iii5.
Taylor, o£. clt.. pp. 137-138.
^^Pratt and Fizell, 0£_. clt., pp. 21-23.
^*^Eastlake, 0£. clt., p. 163«
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Montabert advocated dissolving the wax in essence of lavender
and using copal resin to prepare an eimlsiono97

This formula has been

revived for educational use of encaustic by Victor D'Amico in his 1953
textbook.90
A variation of encaustic painting known as "Spirit Fresco Paint
ing" invented and used in l880 by T. Gambler Parry and Sir Frederick
Leighton in mural work in England employed the same Ingredients. 99
The advantages of wax-painting for mural decoration were summar
ized by Frederic Crowninshield in l88?s
Its durability. Wax resists moisture, the action of acids,
and sulphuretted”hydrogen gas.
(2) Its dead surface, and exquisite airy tones. It has lowtoned capabilities, too| may be polished, and even varnished,
(3) Its Impasto, equalling that of oils, without the
disadvantages of the latter.
Its quick-drying qualities, that enable the painter to
complete the work in hand at a sitting, or to continue it
without fear of cracks.^^0

Karl Zerbe is the best-known exponent of encaustic painting in
America even though he has now turned to another medium. When he became

^^Paul Garpentier, Motes Sur La Peinture a La Cire Cautérisée ou
Procédé Encaustique d‘Apres Les Laborieuses Recherches de Palllot de
Montabert Auteur du Traite complet de la Peinture' %t7"'
7III, Ch. 56ÏÏT
(Parisg Librairie Renouard, 1075), p. ?f, p. 10.
^®Victor D'Amlco, Creative Teaching in Art (Scranton, Pennsyl
vania? International Textbook Company, 1953TT P* 01
99

Crowninshield, 0£. cit., pp
clt., pp. 23-25.
100Crowninshield, 0£. cit., p. W .

Pratt and Fizell, op.
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head of the painting department at the Boston Masenm school he was,
as a teacher, faced with explaining and demonstrating picture-making^
He began a search for a medium that would permit him to accelerate
the process of creating texture and superimposing layers of paint
without being hampered by the drying periods demanded of oils.

After

experimenting with an automobile lacquer, he turned to the ancient
encaustic process»

This proved to be what he had been looking for,

as the hot wax and pigment mixture solidified almost immediately;
yet it could be revived at any time by the application of heat. Wide
variety of effects from heavy impasto to transparent glazes were
possible»
His nucleus of students have spread the use of encaustic to
other parts of the country.

Among the most famous are Esther Geller

and David Aronson, each of whom has made his own adaptations and
.
102
formulae.
So much attention has been directed to the actual objects
which have been embedded into the painted surface or the psychological
inferences of the "pop" art of Jasper Johns that few realize he
employs the encaustic medium on canvas and on wood.

103

Mark Sprague, a professor of art at the University of Illinois,
has experimented with encaustic for several years.

His formula for

IOIh . 'W, Janson, Karl Zerbe (New Yorks The American Federation
of Arts, 1961), pp. S-13;
Pratt and Fizell, o£. cit., pp. 33-3b»
102

Pratt and Fizell, og_. cit., pp. UO-lilf., pp.

^^^Max Kozloff, "Johns and Duchamp," Art International, VIII/2
(March 196b), b2-b5.
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encaustic somewhat approximates that which was used in the triptych
project in this study.

His formula iss

eight parts bleached beeswax,

one part turpentine, and one part damar resin*^^^ In a critique of
his one-man show in New York, mention is made regarding the unusually
flat surface into which the texture had been manipulated on one
103
encaustic painting.
This would imply the use of tools to scrape
the surface and inustlon rather than the use of a thin glaze.

10l|py,att and Fizell, op. clt.« pp. 52-33.
^^^Marilyn Robb Trier, "Art News from Chicago," Art News 33 g7
(November 193ii)j 36.

CHâPTER III
EQUIPMENT AHD MATERIALS USED
The Heater
A heated palette was necessary to keep the wax emulsion in a
liquid state while painting,

A twelve«inch by twenty-inch cast alum

inum, thermostatically controlled electric grill (illustrated in Plate
2. ) proved to be an efficient modern heating device.

The particular

model used in this study was selected for its purported even distribu
tion of heat.
Although the waxes softened at 200°F, and liquified at 250°F.,
it was found most practicable to keep the wax and emulsions at a set
ting of 300°F,

This margin of heat enabled the transfer of pigment

and wax emulsion from the palette onto the panel and allowed for sev
eral workable brush strokes before the waxy paint hardened on the
brush.

The length of time during which the brush could transfer paint

to the panel depended upon variable factors such as climate and room
temperature.
Palette Gups
While working on large size panels, it was necessary to keep a
sizeable quantity of melted wax readily available.

It was found that

a three-pound coffee can, or similar, had a wide enough opening to
allow melting of large pieces of micro-crystalline wax.

Since consider

able time was required to melt large quantities of wax, the six-inch
bottom surface facilitated the process.

A quantity of wax was poured

Into smaller cans for faster remelting and usability.

Cans of the

frozen fruit juice variety were found preferable for this purpose
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because of their small circumference, availability and disposability.
These cans were labeled with adhesive tape for content§ wax, formula,
and turpentine.
Mixing Palette
.
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A twelve^inch round aluminum pizza pan provided ample mixing area.
Tube oil colors were squeezed directly around the perimeter.

The pan

was seldom placed directly on the hot surface of the electric heater,
but rested on the top of a muffin tin which usually contained mixtures
of the often=used tube colors and wax emulsion.

Extra muffin tins were

used for additional mixtures so that in the process of concentrated
working, the artist was not limited by the quantity in twelve cups of
the one pan.

A disposable paper palette was also used for pigment

mixing prior to combining with the hot wax emulsion on the round palette.
Ladles
Ladles for measuring quantities of wax and damar resin and trans
ferring the emulsions were made by bending the handles on aluminum
measuring spoons.
Brushes
Artists' quality hog bristle brushes ranging from number one to
number twelve as well as a few sizes of house-painting bristle brushes
were used, with preference given to the larger sized artists* brushes.
Cestra
Artists' painting knives were used for application of the waxy
pigment and were heated to flatten the surfaces.
to scrape down a paint layer.

They were also used

(See Plate 2 ). Putty knives of two
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PLATE 2
PAINTEIG KNIFE AND LARGE BRUSH IN USE
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widths were employed for scraping larger areas and heavier layers. A
teaspoon was employed in a number of ways.
used for smoothing surfaces.

The bowl of the spoon was

The tip of the spoon as well as the handle

end was used to etch or manipulate the surface.

A nut pick was a valu

able stylus for finer linear effects, and modelling.
Pigments
Tube oil colors were mixed with the wax formula. No black was
included in the palette.

Zinc white was the only white selected because

of its non-toxic character and superior whiteness and non-yellowing
property.

Other colors used were?

Reds - Alizarin crimson, Cadmium-

barium red light, Gadmium-barlum red medium, Cadmium-barium red dark,
Venetian red, Indian red, Burnt sienna; Yellows =■ Naples yellow,
Yellow ochre. Raw sienna, Cadmium-barium yellow light, Cadmiura-barium
yellow medium;

Blues - Cerulean blue, Thalo blue, Manganese blue.

Cobalt blue. Ultramarine blue deep, Prussian blue;

Greens <= Viridian,

Green earth, Chromium-oxide green, Thalo yellow-green;
Cadmium-barium orange;

Orange -

Browns - Burnt umber and Raw umber.

Panels
A commercial building board known as Presdwood Masonite of oneeighth inch thickness was used as a support for the encaustic painting
project.

Each panel measures three feet by four feet.

comprise the triptych.

Three panels

Untempered masonite was selected because

tempered masonite is unsuitable for fine art painting as it is impreg
nated with oil. Although it is possible to use the rough side of the
masonite, the smooth side was preferred.

In order to facilitate adher-
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ence of the groimd, a slight sanding was given to prodnce a "tooth/*
Ground
Four coats of a liquid acrylic polymer latex gesso were applied
in alternate directions with a wide bristle brush of the house-painting
type.

This new type acrylic gesso necessitated priming only the side

on which the painting was to be made, with no apparent warpage.

Sub

sequent coats of gesso were applied as soon as each layer was dry,
allowing the three panels to be completely primed during the course of
one day.
If a traditional ground had been used, it would have been neces
sary to prime each side with the same number of coats of gesso and allow
more drying time between each layer.
Easel
An aluminum easel was especially designed and constructed for the
encaustic painting project, as illustrated in Plates 3 and I9. Other
easels were also used in order to have the three panels in immediate
proximity during the course of painting.

The aluminum easel was devised

to eliminate an obstruction to heating, the panel through the back.

The

metal construction completely eliminated any possibility of setting an
easel on fire while using a heating device.

The back supporting stand

ard has a sliding mechanism which permits the panel to be lowered or
tilted to any degree.

This is especially useful when fusing the painted

surface with a blow torch or other heating device.

The horizontal

A traditional gesso ground is made from a mixture of parch
ment hide glue, titanium dioxide and precipitated chalk soaked in water
and warmed until a syrupy mixture is formed.
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PLATE 3
EQUIPMENT USED FOR PROJECT
INITIAL PHASE OF PAINTING
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position to which the panel could be lowered prevented trickling of the
hot painted surface during the fusing process.
Heating Devices
A portable propane blow torch equipped with a flame spreader
was used as the paint surface fusing device (See Plate 18, p. 65).
An old-fashioned copper bowl heater was used to rapidly saturate
the panels with heat.
panel.

The reflector was directed at the back of the

Because this heater is not equipped with a thermostatic control,

heating periods were necessarily of limited duration.

It was utilized

only during the cold weather because it noticeably increased the room
temperature.
Reflector flood lamps were more satisfactory for the purpose of
heating the back of the panels.

Lamps of seventy-five and one-hundred-

fifty wattage were used in a screw-type clamp, photographic reflectors
(Plate 19) and a convertible clamp base especially available for use
with infra-red lamps.
Waxes
Holler defines waxes as "anything with a waxy feel and a melting
107
point above body temperature and below the boiling point of water."
Beeswax. Material from which bees build cells of honey-combs is
known as beeswax.

Its melting point is 60°-82°Co^^® It is commercially

107carl R. Holler, Chemistry of Organic Compounds (Philadelphias
W. B. Saunders Company, 1957), p. 17^
108 Ibid.
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available in disk form.

Two varieties are available : the natural

unbleached which is a brownish-yellow material melted down from the
honeycombs, and the bleached which is the refined product in a pure
white color.

The bleached form is slightly harder and is the prin

cipal wax used since ancient times for encaustic painting and as a
preservative covering for painted surfaces.

Bleached wax was used

in the preliminary experimental paintings described in this study.
Micro-crystalline wax. It is a refined petroleum wax nearly
like beeswax in texture.

The white grade has a yellow color and a
109
considerably higher melting point than beeswax.
Micro-crystalline
waxes are obtained by crystallization of the still residues and con
sist of molecules having thirty to fifty carbon atoms.

Because of

the high molecular weight of the molecules, these waxes melt as high
as 88°-90°C.^^°
Micro-crystalline wax was included in the e:jq)er,imental formu
lae in this study and was the primary constituent in the emulsion used
in the triptych project.
Resin
Resins are insoluble in water but are readily dissolved in
alcohol, turpentine or other volatile oils.^^^

^^^Pratt and Fizell, 0£. cit., p. 55»
^^%oller,

cit., p. 82.

(Translates to l83°-19ii°F.

^^^Pratt and Fizell, op. cit., p. 36.
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Itemar Beslrio A soft resin which is derived from the dammar fir
is obtainable In lumps abomt the size of walnuts or in pulverized form.
The latter type was used in this project^ but because it contains impur
ities, it was placed in a mesh bag for dissolving so that the impurities
could be readily removed.
Oil of Turpentine (Spirits of Turpentine)
Pure spirits of gum turpentine were used for dissolving the damar
crystals.

Turpentine is an indispensable brush cleaner solvent.

It is

considered to be the most important and best of all essential oils for
the painter.
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Turpentine is distilled from the pitch of pine trees by

means of steam without pressure.

^^^Max Doerner, % e Materials of the Artist (New Yorks Harcourt,
Brace and Company, 19h9) , p. 11^.

GMPTER IV
AESTHETIC GONCEEN AND DESIGN
To create a triptych which maintains a single theme involving
three episodes, each of which comprises a total composition not depend
ent upon the others, but which can be combined to achieve one single
composition, requires a search for an idea of universal understanding.
Studies incorporating man and his environment were rendered in
watercolor technique, after which it was apparent that the psychological
conçlexities inherent in such a theme must be abandoned for a sitiçile
familiar aspect of the world.

Nature itself obviously expresses most

clearly the universal truth about life.

Ban,

with his sight, sees the

happenings in nature, but only with conscious awareness does he use
these sight-signals to experience a visual perception.

"An optical

sensation which has not passed through our consciousness is a blind
ll^
reflex."
An aesthetic visual experience lasting but a moment can
be a radiant mirage in a desert of imconscious observations.

"Almost

any turn of the kaleidoscope of nature may set up in the artist a
detached and esthetic vision, and, as he contemplates the particular
field of vision, the (esthetically) chaotic and accidental contemplation
of forms and colors begins to crystallize into a harmony| and as this
harmony becomes clear to the artist, his actual vision becomes distorted
by the emphasis of the rhythm that is set up within him.

lli^aum Gabo, Of Divers Arts (The A. ¥. Mellon Lectures in the
Fine Arts, National Gallery of Art, Washington, 19^9) New Yorks Bolllngen
Foundation, 1962, p. 61.
^^Roger Fry, Vision and Design (London: Chatto and Windus, 1925),
p. 51.
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Such a moment of aesthetic experience was recorded several years
ago in a sketch book with a few rapid pencil strokes and some notations.
Contemplation of this sketch activated a resurgence of nostalgia of that
moment and incited compositional exploration incorporating the essence
of time.

Naum Gabo, who interjects kinetic ideas into his two and three

dimensional art, states that "in visual experiences time is a constantly
active element.

Our vision does not proceed statically--and since what

we do is to transmit an image of an experience, then no experience is
ever conceived without a time element involved,"115
Pencil passages were translated into watercolor renditions begin
ning with a representational memoir,

Morris Weitz declares that "if our'

analysis of the semantics of the expressive has been correct, it follows
that we cannot designate certain elements as being representational or
possessing meaning and certain others as being nonrepresentational and
without meaning.

All the elements of painting are meaningful or represen

tational in strict semantical sense; they are either icons, indices or
u 1 "
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symbols.
The first episode focuses on this moment in eternity when a
rapidly sinking sun is eclipsing a grove of trees which have struggled
to maturity on a rock-barren mountainside, nurtured by the rays of the
life-giving sun and wind-lodged soil (Plate h , Series A, p. kh)>

ll^Kuh, 0£. cit., p. 96.
ll^Morris Weitz, Philosophy of the Arts (Cambridge, Massachusetts:
Harvard University Press, 1950), P» 79.
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Preoccupation to make a transition towards an abstract quality
in the second episode produced a more generalized statement which suggests
a movement away from the atmospheric quality which existed in the first
episode.

The cool color arrangement was continued with a reduction In the

number of values and Intensities (Plate 5* Series A).

A direct reference

to the sun was deliberately omitted as an emphasis on the passage of time,
not being cognizant at this stage that "a moment's experience may have a
span of time lasting without end and having no beginning." 11 7 Conception
of "time" at this point was one of a measured interval.

Therefore it was

felt that the phase that was primarily responsible for the reaction in
the first episode was concluded.
In developing a theme, the abstractive process leads to the selec
tion of a single aspect of the whole event or experience to the exclusion
of others.

"We have, then, the first step in the process of conception--

isolation of a particular characteristic in order to insure the attention
of the esthetic faculties."T18 In the second episode the nature forms
were limited to the trees which were established in the first episode.
The trend towards siiaplicity of statement was accelerated in the
visual conception of the third episode.

"The simplest means are those

which enable an artist to express himself best.^^^^

The departure from

every non-essential line and form resulted in a symbolic phase of a

llToabo, 0£. cit., pp. 101-102.
^^^Leonard Callahan, A Theory of Esthetic According to the
Principles of St. Thomas Aquinas (Washington, D. C.g The Catholic
University of America, 1927j, p. 86.
IWparr, o£. cit., p. 122.
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dynamic compositional arrangement which seemed to imply the deep
significance to which the theme alludedo

The spatial expanses suggested

loneliness, accentuated by the felled and falling trees which signify
termination of life.

The simple masses and forms appeared to afford

considerable emphasis on textural possibilities in the hot wax medium
(Plate 6, Series A).
Because the third episode had accomplished a desired composi^
tional effect, it was next necessary to translate this same composition
into a warm color range as it was apparent the life-giving qualities of
the sun had been ignored and appeared to be a missing element which
would be necessary for continuity in episodes two and three.

A literal

translation of episode three was next painted, using warm vermilions and
browns with less contrast towards the yellows (Plate 9 , Series B).
Continuing toward a simple arrangement of symbolic shapes, the
translation was continued In episode two.

A larger area of yellow was

accentuated by vermilion, orange and brown to describe the tree forms
(Plate 8, Series B)„
Having regressed from the third episode to the first which had
initially formulated the theme, it was now easier to translate the con
tent into more symbolic shapes, giving greater emphasis to the sun, but
ascribing a definite asymmetrical shape which implies a visual phenomenon.
The trees are dark accents of value but the yellow sun is emphasized by
the orange halo which eclipses the trees (Plate 7, Series B)„
It was realized that many Innuendos in tonalities and texture
would be obvious in the encaustic technique which would not be predict
able in these preliminary studies in the fluid medium of watercolor.
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PLATE b
WATERCOLOR STUDY FOR EPISODE 1
SERIES A

PLATE S
WATERCOLOR STUDY FOR EPISODE 2
SERIES A
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PLATE 6
WATERCOLOR STUDY FOR EPISODE 3
SERIES A
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PLATE 7
WATERCOLOR STUDY FOR EPISODE 1
SERIES B
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PLATE 8
WATERCOLOR STUDY FOR EPISODE 2
SERIES B
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PLATE 9
WATERCOLOR STUDY FOR EPISODE 3
SERIES B
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At this stage it became the intention to xmderpaint the encaustic
series in the cool range of colors and incorporate the warm tone by
scumbling and glazing methods»

In beginning to work, Picasso first

notes his immediate and superficial color sensations.

He does not

feel that these completely describe his feelings, however, but are
passing sensations of the moment.

He is motivated to "reach that

state of condensation of sensations which constitutes a picture. . .
and therefore continues to work on it so that later he can recognize
120
it as a work of his mind.
The next requirement was to translate these compositions into
a linear stage directly on the large panels.

A yellow pastel chalk

was used for this purpose. At once the creative instinct demanded
that the sun motif be given a repetitious rhythm throughout the entire
series.

Even the first episode seemed to require such a repetition.

The importance of the sun now pervaded the entire conception with the
realization that this first moment did indeed have no beginning and
no end.
"Composition, the aim of which is expression, alters itself
according to the surface to be covered. . .a drawing must have a
power of expansion which can bring to life the space which surrounds
it. An artist who wants to transpose a composition onto a larger
canvas must conceive it over again in order to preserve its expression;
he must alter its character and not just fill the squares into which he
has divided his canvas.

'Barr,

_ 1
on
cit., p.
120.

121
^^^Ibid., p. 119.
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Before beginning the underpainting, it was important to photo
graph the linear stage, to be used as a working reference in the event
the essential lines were lost at some stage of the painting.

Photo

graphing yellow lines on white ground necessitated the use of a blue
filter on the camera lens in order to record any contrast in a black
and white print.
11, and 12.

Record of this stage is illustrated in Plates 10,

Plate 13 illustrates the total linear composition compris

ing the triptych.
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PLATE 10
LINEAR DESIGN FOR EPISODE I
PANEL 1
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PLATE 11
LINEAR DESIGN FOR EPISODE 2
PANEL 2
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PLATE 12
LINEAR DESIGN FOR EPISODE 3
PANEL 3
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ELATE 13
LINEAR DESIGN FOR TRIPTYCH

GHâPTER V
SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM

Although several paintings as large as two feet by four feet were
previously executed in the hot wax process, these were done with make
shift equipment which hampered the action of painting.

Additional experi

mentation with hot wax formulae was a preliminary to painting the panels
comprising the triptych.
A study of the formulae used by ancient and modern encaustic
painters led to the conclusion that a particular formula should be
adapted to the project as well as individual preference.

From the wide

range of formulae and methods, it is apparent that any proportion of
wax emulsion to pigment is feasible.

One modern formula is a simple

mixture of micro-crystalline wax with tube oil colors.

This formula

allows a faster tempo in painting procedure because the addition of a
resin to wax produces an emulsion which sets rapidly with a slight
reduction in temperature during the application of paint to the panel.
Literature which has been studied indicates that the inclusion of a
resin makes a more durable painting as it causes the painting body to
dry to a harder condition while retaining flexibility.
Damar resin was selected for inclusion in the formulae used in
the preliminary experiments and the final painting project.

This resin

is obtained principally from the Dutch East Indies and British Malaya,
a product of the Dammara orientalis. It is soluble in turpentine,
petroleum spirit, or oil, and will melt between 260° and 300°F.^^^

^^^A. P. Laurie, The Painter's Methods and Materials (Philadelphias
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If too much resin is used in an emulsion, the finished painting would
be subjected to cracking due to the loss of flexibility.
Most encaustic painters have persisted in the practice of melting
damar crystals in hot wax.

A wax emulsion must be kept warm during the

process of painting; and because continued exposure to the fumes from
damar resin appears to be the cause of untoward physical symptoms such
as headaches, it seemed sensible to dissolve the damar crystals in its
natural solvent; spirits of turpentine.

For the purpose of experimenta

tion, and for the triptych project, a damar solution was made by dissolv
ing ten and one-half ounces of Number One Singapore damar crystals in one
pint of spirits of turpentine.

No heat was used for this procedure.

% placing the crystals in a mesh bag and suspending it In turpentine,
the impurities remained in the bag and were readily removed.
Preliminary experiments used a melted mixture of one part beeswax
to one part-micro-crystalline wax which was combined as needed with
various proportions of damar solution.
In order to test the flexibility of damar resin in an emulsion,
an experimental painting was made on a piece of cardboard which could
then be bent at any stage of drying.

The formula used was one part bees

wax and one part micro-crystalline wax to one part damar solution.

Fus

ing with a blow torch was withheld for several weeks to observe the dry
ing ability without the aid of fire.

The painting was still tacky after

two months drying time, whereupon fusing with a propane blow torch was
done to observe the action on.the painting.

J. B. Lippincott Company, n.d.), p. 167.

The surface was immediately

$8
dry to the touch.

It was concluded that inustion plays an integral

role in the proper hardening of a wax painting.
Because the painting was done on a piece of cardboard, it was
necessary to prime the back of it to prevent warpage.

The daraar-wax

solution was used to note its characteristics without the addition of
oil pigments. A thin smooth glaze of the hot solution was easily
applied and dried to the touch without the action of fire.
With the addition of tube pigments to the damar-wax formula, a
pronounced texture was a characteristic result.

Considerable effort

was necessary to reduce the textures and it was therefore concluded
that a different formula would be prefereable where more control towards
less irapasto is desired.
ing.

Plate II4illustrates this experimental paint™

This experiment proves the quantity of damar used in the emulsion

was not excessive because after a drying period of many months, the
paint body remains flexible.
The second formula consisted of four parts of beeswax to four
parts of micro-crystalline wax to one part damar solution.

The impasto

effects were a consistent result; and in order to incorporate areas of
less texture, eitiployment of scraping tools was necessary during fusing
stages.

Only one brush stroke could be made before the emulsion began

to set, making the painting process slow and laborious.

Plate 15 illus

trates the results of this experiment.
Because beeswax is not only costly, but difficult to procure in
quantity, it was decided to eliminate this ingredient from the formula
for a project as large as planned.

Experiments were then conducted

using only micro-crystalline wax with damar solution.

Six parts of
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PLATE 111

EXPERIMENTAL STUDY PDR FIRST FORMULA AND METHOD
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PLATE 15
EXPERIMENTAL STUDY POR SECX3ND FORMULA AND METHOD
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micro-crystalline wax to one part of damar solution was used to experi
ment on the painting illustrated in Plate 16» Considerably greater
control over textural effects was noted.

Experimentation of the degree

of fusing to which this emulsion could be subjected was done.

It was

observed that the emulsion could withstand prolonged exposure to the
direct flame of the propane hand torch without burning or flaming.

How

ever, prolonged fusing did cause the colors to run aimlessly together
and design and texture were more or less obliterated,

% limiting the

fusing, a misty quality was achieved as it softened the linear arrange
ments of darks and lights.

As indicated, fusing was deliberately

carried beyond the point of creative satisfaction.

Indications of form

were then reinstated and fused to a lesser extent.
The underpainting in Plate 17 was done in a formula consisting of
only micro-crystalline wax with tube oil colors.

Overpainting was

completed with a formula which was selected to be used on the triptych
projects eight parts of micro-crystalline wax to one part of damar
solution.

This formula appeared to offer considerable control over

textural effects. A nut pick was used to scrape in the fine lines in
modeling the head of the girl. A glaze consisting of two parts damar
solution to one part of micro-crystalline wax mixed with the oil pigments
was used for the final effect.

This produced a luminosity not achieved

with the^ other formulae, and it was concluded that these latter two
formulae worked in happy combination in one painting.

Therefore it was

anticipated that this glazing formula would be included in the painting
of the triptych project.

This was not done, however, as the effects

desired were accomplished by the use of only one formulas eight parts
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PLATE 16
EXPERIMENTAL STUDY FOR THIRD POH'IULA AND METHOD
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PLATE 17
EXPERIMENTAL STUDY FOR COMBINED FORMULAE AND METHODS
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micro-crystalline wax to one part of damar solution.

Painting on the panels was begtm in the winter months and although
the easel was in a comfortably heated room, the panels were cool enough to
set the wax emulsion as soon as it touched the panel» When the panel was
thoroughly warmed through the back by the use of an electric copper bowl
heater, the panel retained warmth for a length of time.

Application of

wax emulsion could then be made over a wider area as the warm panel allowed
the brush to slide over the surface while spreading on a thinlayer of pig
mented wax.

As the panel cooled, textural effects increased.

In the

initial phase, a flat surface was preferable, so the blow torch was then
directed at these textural areas and flattened with a bristle brush or a
painting knife (Plate 2, p. 33).
Reheating the back of the panel with the copper-bowl heater,
directing the heat at the areas which had been painted, was done in
order to reduce premature impasto effects.

The build-up of temperature

would often cause sudden running of the painted surface not under
observation as a painter moves from area to area in the painting process.
It was difficult to aim the heater at the exact areaIntended to be
warmed, and since there was no thermostatic control, it became discon
certing to use this heater during the painting process.
More satisfactory was the use of reflector flood lamps of
seventy-five and one-hundred-fifty wattage.

These were set in a simple

clamp-type arrangement, photographic reflectors and a convertible clang)
base.

Attached to the supporting standard or frame of the aluminum

easel and the pole of a tall brazier floor lamp or any convenient support,
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PLATE 18
BLOW TORCH IN USE DURING INITIAL PHASE OF PAINTING
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the panel could be warmed to a workable degree over various size areas»
Plate 19 illustrates the area which could be warmed by two reflector
flood lamps» A lamp placed near the top of the easel standard had to be
restricted to shorter periods because of the proximity to the panel»
This could have been replaced with a smaller wattage for maintaining
warmth.
Before substantial progress had been made on the first panel,
attention was directed to the initial underpainting of panel two and
panel three.

This procedure of shifting attention to a different panel

after establishing an effect was followed as much as possible throughout
the development of the painting.

This procedure is a natural tendency

in the act of painting as long as one is conscious of total composition.
Occasionally progress on one panel would outdistance that of others
when creative urge compelled continuance because of excitement of dis
covery, but this actually accelerated the direction of the entire series.
A cautious approach was apparent in the initial phase of painting
by the use of light values and thin application.

Thereafter, pace of

painting was accelerated without any emotional dissatisfaction with that
which was merely an introduction.

Once accustomed to the tempo of the

medium, the act of painting became more direct in expression.

The deeper

tonalities of the blue-greens evoked an emotional response which immediately
produced an entirely different attitude towards the painting itself and
led to the feeling that the final statement would not be in its pre
conceived color form.

Changing the direction of creative thought is an

experience common to painters.

Ben Shahn says:

From the moment at which a painter begins to strike figures of
color upon a surface he must become acutely sensitive to the feel.
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PLATE 19
REFLECTOR FLOOD LAMPS IN USE
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the textures, the light, the relationships which arise before
him. At one point he will mold the material according to an
intention. At another he may yield intention— 'perhaps his
whole concept-“to emerging forms, to new implications within
the painted surface. Idea itself— ideas, many ideas move back
and forth across his mind as a constant traffic, dominated per
haps by larger currents and directions, by what he wants to
think. Thus idea rises to the surface, grows, changes as a
painting grows and develops. So one must say that painting is
both creative and responsive. It is an intimately communicative
affair between the painter and his painting, a conversation
back and forth, the painting telling the painter even as it
received its shape and form.123
At this stage it seemed that the painting would be completely
developed in a predominately blue-green range.

The linear description

seemed to change the whole conception of the use of color.

Gabo says

a drawn line is "a path, by which, , .visual experience follows the
movement in the line. . . .

It is an inward movement of our conscious

ness in its process of conveying a visual experience. , . .*‘1^^
Matisse says that he bases his choice of colors on the nature of
each experience and tries to find a color that fits his sensations
The chief aim of color should be to serve expression as well
as possible. I put down nçr colors without a preconceived plan.
If at the first step and perhaps without my being conscious of it
one tone has particularly pleased me, more often than not when
the picture is finished I will notice that I have respected this
tone while I have progressively altered and transformed the
others.123
In retrospect, this is exactly what did happen in the painting
of the triptych panels.

As the paintings progressed, the need for

^^^Ben Shahn, The Shape of Content (Cambridge, Massachusetts:
Harvard University Press, 1937), p. 1:9.
12ii
Gabo, 0£. cito, p. 67.
^^^Barr, 0£. cit., p. 121.
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PLATE 20
COMPLETED COLOR STUDY OF TRIPTYCH
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Introduction of warm overpainting overwhelmed the previous feeling
that the paintings would remain in an entirely cool range.

The warm

vermilions and oranges were at first very minor notes, but as the paint
ing neared completion, more emphasis was given to this tendency to con
vey the fiery effect of the initial aesthetic visual experience.

Not

until the full force of that radiance was translated in Episode One
was there a realization of fulfillment of total completion.

By compar

ing the finished panels of Plates 20 and 2k with the linear statement in
Plate 13, it will be noted that the rhythmic linear aspect was not greatly
deviated, and the repetitious play of the symbolic sun is evident though
not completely obvious.
to define form and color.

This indicates the power of line and its ability
The linear aspect re-emphasizes the limitless-

ness of time.
As the painting continued into the summer months, warm teiaperatures hovering around ninety degrees kept the panels at a warmth which
eliminated electrical means to heat the panels from the back. Applica
tion of the wax emulsion was greatly facilitated.

Keeping the waxes at

300°Fahrenhelt setting on the electric palette enable successive brush
strokes.
Fusing the brush strokes with the propane blow torch at intervals
was necessary to achieve desired textural effects.

Towards completion,

some of the areas acquired a glaring brilliancy after Inustion.

Over

painting with the wax emulsion with less pigment content was then done
to achieve a semi-matte quality in certain areas.
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Framing for Display
Because each panel is an entity in Itself (Plates 21, 22, and
23), the panels have been separately framed with a simple design.
Solid walnut was sawed into dimensions about one inch by two inches,
and mitered into an angular profile with the one-inch width as the
frontal plane.

A one-half inch square strip was rabbeted one-fourth

inch into the inside of the frame to provide a stop for the picture.
This projects one-fourth inch from the inside surface of the frame,
which eliminates the stark simplicity and makes a transition to the
painting.

The top edge of the frame is beveled, allowing the eye to

move into the inside edge and pause momentarily at the shallow groove
which was dadoed before reaching the lip of the rabbet which intro
duces the picture plane.
The frames are designed to make it possible to place them in
flush position as an insert within one larger frame.

The frames can

be replaced, however, with a single frame which will present a contin
uous composition as illustrated in Plate 21;,
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PLATE 21
VALUE STUDY OF EPISODE 1
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PLATE 22
VALUE STUDY OF EPISODE 2
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PLATE 23
VALUE STUDY OF EPISODE 3
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PLATE 2h
VALUE STUDY OF COMPLETED TRIPTYCH

CHAPTER 71
CONCLUSIONS
It can be agreed that encanstic painting is an Introspective
medium.

It is not suitable to be used out-of“doorsj and even Indoors,

it does not encourage painting directly from objects or model.
Effects easily achieved in other media are often difficult, if not
impossible, in encaustic. 127 Formulae used in this study are not
suitable for precisionism or detail.

Other painters have made adap

tations in formulae which prove a wide range of styles can be
accomplished with encaustic.

Its peculiar requirements are best

suited to an advanced painter familiar with rudiments of oil paint
ing, but even so, an apprenticeship period is almost a prerequisite
to serious encaustic painting.
The durable foundation of antiquity upon which this process is
founded provides an aspect of timelessness, with results encompassing
a quality that parallels a new-born technique or experimental medium.
Encaustic painting has a warm, lustrous quality that is not duplicated
128
in any other type of painting.
Ancient writers extol the durable
and Intrinsic qualities of encaustic paintings.

Clarity of color in

extant ancient specimens contrast against the yellowing and faded oil
paintings executed during the Renaissance or later periods.

^^^Janson, op. cit.« p. 8
"^Lawrence N. Jensen, Synthetic Painting Media (New Jersey:
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 196ii), p. 13.

128lbid.
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Impermeability to moisture, due to the inert character of wax, has
allowed encaustic paintings to be subjected to varying climatic con
ditions without noticeable damage.

Protection against chemical change

and oxidation is afforded by the isolation of particles of pigment
with the wax emulsion.
The technique of encaustic painting may seem unwieldy in con
trast to other processes, but it does allow immediate overpainting;
and the process itself may be discontinued to be resumed at any time.
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